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Two sets of equations, covering all world oceans and seas, are presented to calculate pressure from
depth for the computation of sound speed, and depth from pressure for use in ocean engineering.
They are based on the algorithm of UNESCO 1983@N. P. Fofonoff and R. C. Millard, Jr., Unesco
Tech. Papers in Mar. Sci. No. 44~1983!#, and on calculations from temperature and salinity profiles.
The pressure to depth conversion is presented first. The equations can be used in those cases where
the desired accuracy is reduced to60.8 m. The equations to convert depth to pressure provide an
overall accuracy between68000 Pa and61000 Pa. This leads to errors in sound speed consistently
smaller than60.02 m/s. The discussion, and comparisons with results and other formulas, suggest
that the new equations are a substantial improvement on the previous simplified ones, which should
now be abandoned. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!02103-1#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Es@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

The need to obtain pressure at sea from depth and loca-
tion is found in many applications of underwater acoustics.
The main topic is sound propagation, which depends on the
variation of the speed of sound with depth and range. As the
local speed of sound in the ocean varies with temperatureT,
salinity S, and pressureP, and because the precise labora-
tory measurements leading to the equations for the speed of
sound were made in conditions where pressure was the mea-
sured parameter, the basic equations use pressure and not
depth. Depth, however, must be used in the various calcula-
tions of sound propagation such as based on ray theory, etc.
The temperature and salinity profiles in the sea are often
obtained fromin situ measurements that can be made as a
function of depth or pressure, completed at great depth by
values from data banks. Most of these, like that of Levitus1

for instance, and atlases, giveT andS as a function of depth,
not pressure. In all, for a specific sound propagation calcula-
tion, the user is mostly faced with the problem of converting
depth into pressure for the calculation of sound speed. For
this reason several simple formulas have been proposed.2–5

Their accuracy was limited to a final precision of60.5 to61
m/s on sound speed, which was regarded as satisfactory up to
ten years ago. This is no longer the case, especially in acous-
tic tomography, and an improvement by a factor of 10 is
desirable. The reverse problem, that of pressure to depth con-
version, has received considerable attention from oceanogra-
phers. The desired accuracy is indeed very high for such
problems as the calculation of the motions of water masses,
internal waves, etc. The procedure developed by Fofonoff
and Millard6 ~UNESCO 83!, here usually abbreviated as F-M
or U83, is well adapted to the problem of calculating depthZ
from pressureP, and a modest PC can easily handle the
calculations once the specific program has been loaded. One

must, however, enterT(P) andS(P) profiles by a number of
layers with constant values, the sampling depending on the
profiles and on the final desired accuracy.

A need arose three years ago at IFREMER to develop a
simple method for calculating in real time the depth of a
ROV or a deep towed fish down to 6000 m to an accuracy
within only 61 m, from a pressure gauge installed on the
vehicle. It was decided to perform the complete oceano-
graphic calculation with a number of selectedT andS pro-
files covering the oceans and seas worldwide, and to deter-
mine from the results whether a limited number of simple
equations applicable to very large areas could give depth
within this accuracy from pressure and latitude only. This
study, carried out by the authors, concluded that a single
equation could account for 80% of worldwide conditions
with an accuracy better than60.8 m. A set of ten alternative
corrective terms could be developed for the other areas, es-
pecially the closed basins, with an accuracy of better than
60.2 m in most cases. The success of this procedure encour-
aged Leroy to attempt to develop equations for the reverse
problem, theZ to P transformation, for which he had pro-
posed an equation in 1968.2 It was found that a single equa-
tion could cover most of the world with an accuracy better
than 68000 Pa, leading for sound speed to errors smaller
than 60.02 m/s. A set of ten different corrective terms, for
the same areas as considered in theP to Z transformation,
was developed, providing an accuracy of the order of62000
Pa. All of these figures are stated on the assumption that the
U83 algorithm to convertP into Z is correct. Both results are
presented here, starting briefly with the simplifiedP to Z
transformation.

I. CONVERSION OF PRESSURE INTO DEPTH

According to Fofonoff and Millard,6 the depthZ in the
ocean is obtained from pressure and latitude by the equation:
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Z5Zs~P,f!1
DD

9.8
, ~1!

which is obtained by solving the hydrostatic equation

E
0

Z

gzf dZ5E
0

P

VTSP dP. ~2!

Here,Zs(P,f) is a universal expression giving depth in what

is called by oceanographers the ‘‘standard ocean’’~an ideal
medium in temperature and salinity withT50 °C and S
535‰!. The termD, called the geopotential anomaly, ac-
counts for the difference in temperature and salinity structure
from the standard ocean.

The complete formulation of F-M forZs(P,f) reads,
when P is expressed in megaPascal~MPa! instead of
decibar:

Zs5
9.726 593102P22.51231021P212.27931024P321.8231027P4

g~f!11.09231024P
, ~3!

whereg(f) is given by the international formula for gravity

g~f!59.780 318~115.278831023 sin2 f22.3631025 sin4 f!. ~4!

Although any personal computer can easily handle such calculations, it can be of interest to note that the following
simplified formulation gives departures smaller than60.03 m in all situations:

Zs~P,f!5
9.72663102P22.51231021P212.2831024P321.831027P4

9.7803~115.331023 sin2 f!11.131024P
. ~5!

This formula was used in the deep vehicle localization prob-
lem, where the final accuracy desired was only61 m.

We shall call corrective term proper to an areai the
quantityd f i5DD/9.8, and rewrite Eq.~1! as

Z5 f ~P,f!1d f i ~Z! ~6!

with f (P,f)[Zs(P,f), given by Eqs.~3! plus ~4! or Eq.
~5!.

The geopotential anomaly is given throughDD
5*0

Pd(T,S,P)dP. The orderT, S, P has been chosen in
place of the more usualS, T, P, in order to be consistent
with the common use in underwater acoustics and in data
banks for temperature and salinity. In practice, the integral
for DD is replaced by a summation over a number of layers
where the quantityd, called the specific volume anomaly, is
considered to be constant.d(TS,P) is given by:d(T,S,P)
5V(T,S,P)2V(0,35,P) whereV is specific volume.

The method of calculatingd(T,S,P) is fully explained
in Ref. 6, Part 3 and will not be repeated here. We mention
only that the algorithm contains polynomial developments
that use 45 coefficients and constants, each with 4–9 signifi-
cant figures. This method has been programmed and applied
with a number ofT andS profiles covering the world oceans.
Various questions had to be examined regarding the justifi-
cation for using smoothed profiles such as those given by
data banks like that of Levitus1 or oceanographic atlases, the
effect of sampling, that of seasonal variations, etc. The first
problem to solve was the transformation of the profiles given
in depth into profiles in pressure. This was done by using the
simplified equation of the formP5P(Z,f) proposed in
1978 by Lovett.3 The use of this equation was preferred to
that of Leroy2 after a preliminary investigation. It was then
found, for the purpose of achieving an accuracy ‘‘better than
61 m,’’ that the sampling used in Levitus1 ~with Z trans-
formed into P! was totally satisfactory: the difference be-

tween the values ofZ obtained when using this sampling,
and those obtained from various enriched profiles, derived
from the original one by inserting points through interpola-
tions on fourth degree Newton polynomials, was smaller
than 60.05 m. As for the seasonal variations and the
smoothing~comparison with the use of detailed measured
profiles!, these never led to errors greater than60.1 m at
depth in the worst cases.

The results of the study in the open oceans are expressed
by the equation

d f 0~P!5P/~P11!15.731022P. ~7!

This equation was found to represent all open oceans situa-
tions within better than60.8 m with two exceptions:~i! the
North Eastern Atlantic area between 30° and 35 °N, for
which a separate equationd f 1(P) is given in Table I, and~ii !
circumpolar waters around the Antarctic. In that case, an-
other equationd f 2(P), also given in Table I, was found to
give an accuracy better than60.01 m at various places for
latitudes higher than 50 °S. However, the intermediate wa-
ters between the Antarctic ones and the common South At-
lantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans cannot be described with
one single equation, and this is a unique particular case.

All closed basins were subsequently examined sytemati-
cally, and a total set of 9 further simple equations ford f i(P)
was found capable of covering all of them, with an accuracy
better than60.2 m in most cases. All of these equations are
presented in Table I. More comments about those basins will
be given in the next chapter when considering the depth to
pressure conversion.

II. CONVERSION OF DEPTH INTO PRESSURE

Since it was found in the study of the pressure to depth
conversion by simple formulas that solutions of the form of
Eq. ~6! could give accuracies from60.8 to 60.1 m, it was
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though that corresponding accuracies, viz., always better
than 68000 Pa, could be obtained by reversing theP to Z
algorithm.

A global reversal of Eq.~6! was judged inappropriate
because it would have led to a formulation with corrective
terms to be applied prior to use the equation reversing that
for depth in the standard ocean. Instead, solutions of the
form Pi(Z,f)5h(Z,f)2dhi(Z) @h(Z,f) reversingf (P,f)
anddhi being positive# were sought. It was obvious from the
previous study that these corrective terms would follow the
same geographical distribution as thed f i of Table I.

The inversion of the equation givingZ from P andf in
the standard ocean@Eq. ~2! plus ~3! from F-M# was carried
out by calculating a fourth degree Newton polynomial join-
ing 5 (P,Z) doublets for latitude 45°, withZ between 0 and
8000 m. This provided an equation forh(Z,45), whose co-
efficients were simplified by trial and error until an accept-
able form was found to fit the whole range 0–11 000 m. To
account for latitude, intuition suggested a formh(Z,f)
5h(Z,45)3(g(f)2aZ)/(g(45)2aZ). It was considered
that the use of the complete equation for gravity was not
necessary and that a simpler one like in Eq.~5! could be
sufficient. Finally, the following equation was adopted.

h~Z,f!5h~Z,45!3k~Z,f!, ~8!

with, Z being in meters andP in megaPascal,

h~Z,45!51.008 1831022Z12.46531028Z221.25

310213Z312.8310219Z4, ~9!

k~Z,f!5~g~f!2231025Z!/~9.806 122231025Z!,
~10!

g~f!50.7803~115.331023 sin2 f!. ~11!

The accuracy of Eqs.~8!–~11! was checked to be within
6500 Pa over the entire range of possibilities for depth and
latitude by systematic computer calculations. Depth was cal-
culated from pressure using the complete formulation given
by Eqs.~3! plus ~4!, and pressure calculated back from the
obtained depth through Eqs.~8!–~11!.

The calculation of the various corrective terms was per-
formed by an iterative process in order to ensure maximum
accuracy.

In the open oceans between latitudes 60° N and 40° S
one single corrective term can be adopted, which reads

dh0~Z!50.8Z/~Z1100!16.231026Z. ~12!

The other corrective terms are given in Table II.
Figure 1 gives the results for the open oceans. The in-

vestigation was extended to the greatest depths and not lim-
ited to 8000 m as in the ROV problem. Figure 2 gives the
results for the closed basins. Figure 2~a! is drawn with the
same horizontal scale as Fig. 1, with the three curves corre-
sponding to the common open oceans for comparison. The
correction for the Sea of Japan remains within the68000 Pa
of Eq. ~12!, but the separate more precise equation given in
Table II can be used if desired. The Arctic Ocean and the
Red Sea do not require corrective terms, the former because
its characteristics are close to those of the standard ocean,
and the latter because it is not deep enough for the geopo-
tential anomaly to be significant. For the Mediterranean, the
corrective term has a different sign from the others, and a
second degree equation is needed for accuracy. Figure 2~b!,
drawn with a different scale, presents the results for Indone-
sian closed basins. These are very numerous and information
about them may be found for example in Ref. 7. It was
found, as in the reverse problem, that except for the basins
specifically mentioned in Fig. 2~b! and Table II, the correc-
tive terms can be approximated by Eq.~12!. The Sulu Sea
needs a quite different correction, as already pointed out by
Lovett3 who claimed that it as the third most irregular case in
the world, after the Baltic and the Black Sea. These two last
exceptional cases, with low-saline water, are illustrated in
Fig. 2~c!, with again a different scale.

TABLE I. Corrective termsd f i(P) to be added to Eqs.~3!–~4! or Eq. ~5! for obtaining depthZ(in m) from
pressureP ~in MPa! in the various areas of the world.

No. Area of applicability Latitude Expression ford f i(P) Accuracy~6m!

0 Common oceans between
60° N and 40° S

as
appropriate

P/(P11)15.731022P 0.8

1 North Eastern Atlantic id~30–35°! P/(P12)1331022P 0.3
2 Circumpolar Antarctic

waters
as

appropriate
431022P2231024P2 0.1

3 Mediterranean Sea id 2731022P1231023P2 0.2
4 Red Sea id None 0.2
5 Arctic ocean id None 0.1
6 Sea of Japan id ~a! 631022P 0.1

~b! d f 0(P) 0.8
7 Sulu Sea 8° 0.9P/(P11)10.17P

1731024P2
0.2

8 Halmahera basin 0° 0.8P/(P10.5)10.125P 0.1
9 Celebes basin

Weber deep
4°
6°

1.2P/(P11)16.731022P
12.231024P2

0.4

10 Black Sea 43° 1.1P 0.1
11 Baltic Sea 60° 1.8P 0.1
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Pressure to depth conversion

A simple formulation giving depth as a function of pres-
sure and latitude was given in the instruction manual of
Bisset-Berman.8 It reads

Z5
9.7512P

115.331023 sin2 f
22.0731024P2

with Z in m andP in kg/cm2 above atmospheric. The results
obtained from this equation are higher by10.1–14 m than
those given by Eqs.~8!–~11! without the corrective term,
i.e., for the standard ocean. If the Bisset-Berman equation is
considered to be applicable to the real common oceans, then
it gives results that are lower than Eqs.~8!–~11! completed
by the corrective term given in Eq.~12!, the difference lying
between21 to 24.5 m.

As more simplified equations to calculate pressureP
from depthZ have been proposed, useful comparisons can be
made by examining the reverse problem.

B. Depth to pressure conversion

The conversion of depth to pressure has been the subject
of several publications. The first simple equation seems to
have been proposed by Leroy2 in 1968, for the purpose of
calculating sound speed. The basic equation was applicable
to the main oceans and reads for pressure above atmospheric:

P50.102 506~115.2831023 sin2 f!Z12.524

31027Z2 ~13!

with P in kg/cm2. Simple modified versions without the
gravity term were proposed for the Black Sea and the Baltic
Sea~the Sulu Sea had been forgotten!. The development of
these equations was carried out by solving

P5E
0

Z

rTSZ gZf dZ ~14!

with linear approximations ofrTSZ and gfZ . The first one
was adjusted from graphs by Bialek9 and a modified expres-
sion of gravity versus depth was used for the second. The
resulting second degree expression inZ was integrated in
closed form, with a third degree term that could be ne-
glected.

Ten years later, in an attempt to revise the Del
Grosso’s10 NRL II equation for the speed of sound in sea
water, Lovett proposed for calculating pressure what he

TABLE II. Corrective termsdhi(Z) to be subtracted from the values given by Eqs.~8!–~11! for obtaining
pressureP ~in MPa! from depthZ ~in m! in the various areas of the world.

No. Area of applicability Latitude Expression fordhi(Z)
Accuracy

(6103 Pa)

0 Common oceans between
60° N and 40° S

as
appropriate

1.031022Z/(Z1100)16.231026Z 8

1 North Eastern Atlantic id~30–35°! 831023Z/(Z1200)14.031026Z 3
2 Circumpolar Antarctic

waters
as

appropriate
831023Z/(Z11000)11.631026Z 1

3 Mediterranean Sea id 28.531026Z11.431029Z2 2
4 Red Sea id None 2
5 Arctic Ocean id None 1
6 Sea of Japan id ~a! 7.831026Z 1

~b! dh0(Z) 8
7 Sulu Sea 8° 1.031022Z/(Z1100)11.631025Z

11.031029Z2
,1

8 Halmahera basin 0° 831023Z/(Z150)11.331025Z ,1
9 Celebes basin

Weber deep
4°
6°

1.231022Z/(Z1100)17.031026Z
12.5310210Z2

2

10 Black Sea 43° 1.1331024Z 1
11 Baltic Sea 60° 1.831024Z 1

FIG. 1. Pressure correctionsDP5dhi(Z) to be subtracted fromh(Z,f) as
given by Eqs.~8!–~11! to account for the geopotential anomalies.~a! Main
oceans:1 Pacific ~Marianna trench!; 3 Pacific ~Kouril trench!; * North
Atlantic ~Puerto Rico trench!; L South Atlantic;h Indian Ocean.~b! Spe-
cial cases:1 and3 North-East Atlantic;h Antarctic circumpolar water.
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called a ‘‘modified version of Leroy’s simplified equation’’
~Ref. 3, p. 1716!. This reads, withP in dbar:

P51.005 240 5~115.2831023 sin2 f!Z12.36

31026Z2. ~15!

The conversion of Leroy’s equation to use dbar instead of
kg/cm2 gives, in fact, exactly the same figures for the first
degree term, and only the coefficient of the second degree
term is different~2.47531026 instead of 2.3631026).

In a paper published in 1981 Mackenzie11 pointed out
that most authors of publications about sound propagation
did not mention the method they had employed to obtain
pressure from depth in the unavoidable calculation of sound
speed. He himself did not propose equations but employed a
development that had long been used by oceanographers12–14

based upon the resolution of Eq.~14! by summation over
homogeneous layers. This method is summarized in Appen-

dix A of Ref. 11, which gives all the necessary coefficients,
but requires the introduction ofT andS profiles.

A simplified equation to calculate pressure from depth
and latitude was presented in 1982 by Siess4 in an unpub-
lished communication. WithP in dbar it reads:

P51.0082Z~122.6431023 cos 2f12.4531026Z!.

This equation in fact concerns the standard ocean, but Siess
had compared it with that of Leroy for the common oceans.
Purely by accident these two equations do not much differ
once Leroy’s is reformulated to use decibars and cos 2f in-
stead of sin2 f. This is why Leroy, in a review of sound
speed in ‘‘Neptunian’’ waters written in 1988,5 adopted
without further investigation a compromise between his 1968
equation and that of Siess. It reads, withP in dbar:

P51.008Z~122.6431023 cos 2f12.4531026Z!

which, for comparison with Eq.~15!, can be reformulated as

P51.005 34~115.29431023 sin2 f!Z12.46

31026Z2.

C. Comparison of the results

The differencedP between the pressure calculated by
the present Eqs.~8!–~11! taken as the reference, and those
obtained from the equations of Leroy~1968!, Lovett, Bisset-
Berman~inverted!, and Siess are illustrated in Fig. 3 for a
latitude of 45°. Figure 3~a! corresponds to the common
oceans situation, with the corrective term of Eq.~12!. Figure
3~b! gives the differences obtained when Eqs.~8!–~11! are

FIG. 2. Pressure correctionsDP5dhi(Z) to be subtracted fromh(Z,f) to
account for the geopotential anomalies in the closed basins.~a! Miscella-
neous:1 Mediterranean Sea;3 Red Sea;L Sea of Japan;h Arctic Ocean.
~b! Indonesian basins:1 Sulu Sea;3 Halmahera basin;L Weber deep;h
Celebes basin.~c! Low saline basins:1 Black Sea;3 Baltic Sea.

FIG. 3. DifferencesdP between pressure given by various equations and
the present one@Eqs. ~8!–~11!#. ~a! With the corrective term for common
oceans.~b! Without the corrective term. 1—Leroy 1968~Ref. 2!; 2—Bisset-
Berman inverted~Ref. 8!; 3—Lovett ~Ref. 3!; 4—Siess~Ref. 4!.
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applied without the corrective term, i.e., for the standard
ocean. One can observe that there exists a definite discrep-
ancy between the new equation and the simplified previous
ones, in particular those of Leroy and Siess. This deserved
more investigation.

We found that Siess had carried out his mathematical
development in small quantities up to the third degree inZ,
but had deliberately neglected the last term in his numerical
application because it gave an accuracy of 0.2% which was
considered sufficient for the computation of sound speed. By
calculating and adding this last term, and by using one more
significant figure in the coefficients of the previous ones, the
equation of Siess can be reformulated, withP in dbar, as

P51.008 18Z~122.6431023 cos 2f12.45331026Z

21.3310211Z2!. ~16!

The results given by this modified equation are in much
better agreement with those of our present equations@Eqs.
~8!–~11!# for the standard ocean: the maximum differences
between the calculated pressures are reduced from 1.4
3105 Pa to623103 Pa only at depth for all latitudes. As
for Leroy’s 1968 equation~developed in greater detail in a
SACLANTCEN Report,15 we discovered that its second de-
gree term was extremely sensitive to the two simple linear
aproximations used for density and gravity. The fit to the
Bialek’s data made in Ref. 2, Fig. 1, p. 652 reads, with
density in g/cm8: r(Z)51.002 7412.431026Z. If we adopt
instead the lawr(Z)51.002812.331026Z, not much dif-
ference can be seen of the figure! If, in addition, we use for
the gradient of gravity with depth the classical value 2.2
31026 ~instead of 2.431026) the second degree term of
Leroy, for P in dbar, becomes 2.36731026Z, which differs
from the original formulation~2.47531026Z as seen above!,
and is much closer to that adopted by Lovett in Eq.~15!. In
all, we can conclude that the disagreements between the
present equations and the original equations of Leroy and
Siess are now fully explained.

To improve the motivation for publishing the present
discussion we have compared our results with the various
data presented by Mackenzie in his 1981 publication.11 In
Table AI, page 810, values of pressure versus depth in the
Marianna trench are given down to 10 916 m. Equations~8!–
~11! used with the common ocean corrective term gives, after
transformation for units, the same values within
60.05 kg/cm2. Table I, page 809 in the same reference, pre-
sents a set of data from 15 locations covering the world, used
by Mackenzie to establish the average variation of pressure
with depth for building his proposed equation for sound
speed. In this case the data are values of depth as a function
of pressure. They have been compared with the results ob-
tained from Eqs.~5!–~7! presented in Chapter I for the re-
verse problem and found in good agreement~better than
60.9 m!, but with one exception:~Point C! south of Alaska,
where an unexpected departure of 1.6 m is observed. As the
T andS profiles used by Mackenzie were not given, and as
his calculation was based on less recent algorithms the ob-
serve differences may be understandable.

A final comment needs to be made about the exactness
of the data used in this development to assess the accuracy
claimed. The first concerns the equation of state of sea water,
which needs to be exact, and the second concerns the
oceanographic data. On that subject, a question that could be
raised is the transformation of pressure into depth when the
original measurements used for establishing the data banks
had used pressure. Was theP to Z conversion, including the
latitude effect, properly made? It would be worth investigat-
ing this point, but we think, considering the intermediate
steps of our computation, that the errors introduced would
most probably be of second order. To summarize, the set of
corrective termsdhi(Z) or d f i(P) should not suffer from
substantial errors, and little improvement could be expected
from further work. The main terms for the standard ocean
could easily be modified if a new equation of state were
proved to be significantly more accurate.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the algorithm of Fofonoff and Millard
~UNESCO 83!, a simplified formulation for use in ocean
engineering has been developed for converting pressure into
depth in oceans and seas. Its general expression is:

Z5 f ~P,f!1d f i~P!,

where f (P,f) stands for the standard ocean andd f i(P) is a
simple corrective term applicable to a particular area. One
main term can cover 80% of the world conditions, found in
open oceans, with an accuracy better than60.8 m. Ten al-
ternative terms are provided for special cases, including all
closed basins, with accuracies better than60.2 m in most
applications. This method enables to calculate depth within
always better than61 m from pressure and latitude only,
without having to perform XBT measurements or use data
banks. The proper corrective termd f i(P) is selected accord-
ing to the surveyed area.

Equations to obtain pressure from depth, for use in cal-
culating sound speed, have been developed from the inver-
sion of theZ(P,f) equation for the standard ocean and cal-
culations proper to the various areas studied in the previous
section have been made. The general formulation is

P5h~Z,f!2dhi~Z!,

where h(Z,f) is given by the set of equations@Eqs. ~8!–
~11!# and thedhi(Z) are given by Table II. The equations
provide worldwide coverage with overall accuracies between
6500 Pa and68000 Pa. This corresponds to errors lower
than60.02 m/s when calculating sound speed, which is ap-
propriate with an accurate equation like that of Del Grosso.10

It is believed, under the assumption that the Fofonoff and
Millard algorithm for calculating pressure is exact, that the
previous simplified equations giving pressure versus depth,
like Leroy’s in particular and even Lovett’s, should now be
abandoned.
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